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MONTREAL CANADIENS BALL HOCKEY 
The Montreal Canadiens are starting a new ball hockey
league that will run from May 25th – June 30th. For more
information, deadlines, and registration links visit
www.nhl.com/canadiens/community/ball-hockey-ligue

Our tournament is fast approaching and we are seeking volunteers
from our U9, U11, and U13 families. There are many spots that
need to be filled in order to make the tournament a success.
Please see your team manager for details on the team incentive!
We also welcome adult volunteers from other divisions as well as
responsible HWI players in U15+ who require volunteer hours. As
was posted on the HWI website registration page at the beginning
of the season, ALL HWI families are highly encouraged to
volunteer a minimum of 2 hours per season with the association.

CLICK HERE FOR THE VOLUNTEER SIGN UP SHEET

HWI TOURNAMENT

Even if your child is not participating in the HWI tournament, we
still encourage you to visit our rinks to cheer on any of the 76
teams who are competing, purchase some raffle tickets, spin the
Twoonie Wheel for the chance at a prize, or place a bid in the
silent auction for a signed Mike Matheson Canadiens jersey!

VISIT OUR TOURNAMENT SPONSORS

https://www.nhl.com/canadiens/community/ball-hockey-ligue
https://www.timetosignup.com/hwitournament2023/sheet/1341500
https://www.hockeywestisland.org/2024-sponsors/


On Sunday February 18, HWI had the pleasure of hosting the Hockey Lac St-Louis Dragons —
the region's adapted hockey team made up of some exceptional hockey players! 
Our U13C Knights played a hard game, but the Dragons were victorious with a score of 11-5.

Thank you to the Dragons coaches and players for giving us the opportunity to engage in great
hockey, our U13C Knights and their coaches and manager for participating, and to our U13C
Kings goalie who stepped in to play in nets for the Dragons.

PLEASE REMEMBER…

1. These are kids

2. This is a game
3. Parents should cheer for 

and encourage everyone
4. The referees are human

5. You and your child do not play for the
Canadiens

This is a zero-tolerance zone for abuse directed at officials, 
players, and fellow spectators. 

Please be respectful and have fun! 


